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DIGITAL WATTMETER-AUTO VSWR

by fi. 1. BRILEV, G3UUPO

in the radio amateur’s shack
by A. F. SINCLAIR, GM4BWT*
The MZ80K is a Z80 cpu-based machine, with the monitor program in

a- 4k rom chip, a morse receive program and an rtty receive/transmit
program described later use the resident monitor subroutines quite
extensively for user inputs and display purposes. One big advantage of the
MZ80K over the ZX81 lies in the fact that the screen display is memory
mapped, and with the Sharp machine language tape etc, modification of the
morse and rtty programs would be relatively simple, if desired.
The Z80 cpu lines are all buffered before going on their tortuous routes
around the rest of the computer, including the 50-way bus connector at the
rear of the machine— which is our gateway to the great outdoors, to coin
a phrase. The various lines available at the connector are indicated in Fig
1, being viewed from the back of the computer on the outside.
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The interface circuit
Listening on the air nowadays, it would appear that every up-to-date
amateur has a ZX81 computer in his or her shack. This fact, coupled with
the general sale of the ZX81 —and the Spectrum from the same stable,
ensures a plethora of programs (both amateur orientated, and for more
sane purposes) for these machines.
There are, however, several other types of computer in use in shacks
around the country, and one of the more popular is the MZ80K from Sharp,
due probably to the efforts of Graham Knight, GM8FFX, in Aberdeen
the Edinburgh & District Amateur Radio Club alone can boast of three
members using this machine. It was decided, therefore, to redress the
balance somewhat by describing applications of the MZ80K machine in the
amateur shack.
First we will deal with the IN/OUT circuitry of the computers and how to
interface it with, and to, the outside world of amateur radio using a simple
interface circuit; the emphasis throughout being to stick to the “kiss”
principle advocated by GM3RFQ. A method of dealing with that other
problem of computers in the shack, ie rfi, will also be described.
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Fig 1. The 50-way connector on the rear of the MZ80K as seen from the outside
*23 Ravenscroft Place, Edinburgh.
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Fig 2. Circuit diagram for a simple I/O interface for the MZ80K providing one
I/O line

The circuit shown in Fig 2 will allow the computer to interface with
external devices or, in our case, terminal units for morse or rtty. Only one
IN/OUT line is used for this purpose, although this circuit can deal with eight
on its own, and it can be expanded, of course, by duplicating the hardware
and using the other address lines from the computer.
The operation of the interface circuit is quite straightforward. When the
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program being run (morse or rtty) is looking for an input from the terminal
unit, the instruction IN A,(0) is passed to the Z80 cpu, and the RD and
IORQ lines are enabled “low” while the AO line goes “high”. These signals
feeding into IC3, a binary-to-decimal decoder, enable pin 5 of IC3 “low”,
in turn enabling IC4 and allowing the data from the terminal unit to be
passed through to the computer on the DO line. For morse or rtty reception
only, neither IC1 nor IC2 would be necessary, since they are utilized on rtty
transmit only.
When the computer wants to output data, the Z80 cpu is given the
instruction OUT A,(0) which then enables the WR line “low” instead of the
RD line, causing pin 3 of IC3 to go “low”, allowing the data on the DO line
to be clocked through IC2 and on to the terminal unit. Two section's of IC1
are used to invert the data on the DO line, and a third section inverts RST,
to ensure that IC2 is reset at switch on.
To keep rfi to a minimum it is essential that the IN/OUT board and

connecting cables to the computer are fully screened, and the input and
output to the terminal unit taken from the. interface board through
feedthrough capacitors.
My own IN/OUT board was constructed on Veroboard about 2in square,
mounted inside the computer as shown in the photograph, and hard wired
internally to the appropriate points on the main computer board. This is not
as difficult a job as you might think, and is well worth the effort. The two
connections to the terminal unit are fed out via two feedthrough capacitors
bolted through the back of the computer casing, and there is no trace of rfi
on hf or vhf while operating. The 5V supply for the IN/OUT board can be
taken from the computer 5 V line, via a fuse, and each ic on the board should
be decoupled with a 0- 1/*F disc ceramic capacitor across its supply pins.

The morse code program
A program to receive morse only may seem rather strange in view of the fact
that most of the commercial units on the market can transmit as well as
receive the code. It was decided that, unless you can touch-type at 35 words/
min while holding a verbal conversation at the same time, as GM3HUN'
does, then it is probably faster and easier to send the code with a key, as
normal. However, sometimes a receive terminal can be very useful,
especially if your morse is a bit rusty. It also allows confirmation of received
handwritten morse when learning, or when trying to “up” your speed.
Having constructed the simple interface circuit, the computer can now be
connected via a terminal unit to a receiver. With the machine code program,
the computer will decode machine- or hand-sent morse code, tracking its
speed automatically between 12 and 35 words/min initially, and display it
on the computer screen.
The terminal unit is required to convert the received morse tones to a ttl

compatible output, so that its output is a logic “1” with no signal present
and a logic “0” with a tone present. If the receiver being used has a good
cw filter, a very simple terminal unit would suffice, but in most cases an
audio filter would help, followed by a pll tone decoder ic-based circuit.

Table 1. Morse machine code program for the MZ80K
computer in “HEX”

3000
3010
3020

3030
3040
3050

3060

3070

3080

3090
30 AO
30B0
30 CO
30 DO
30 BO
30 FO
3100
3110

31 01 01 OC 21
CB 3F CB 3F B8
30 38 E9 2C 78
85 67 2E 00 18
2C 7D CB 3F CB
CB 3F BC 38 29
DF 79 FE 01 28
CD 95 30 30 F9
78 CB 3F 80 BD 38 07
30 2B 00 18 8B 05 06
CD DB 30 OF 10 F4 79
00 21 E8 30 ED B1 01
05 CD 06 00 16 28 El

40
3F
95
F4 7C
18 09
24 78
00 18
26 00
CD

00 00 CD

OB
CD

38 07
CB

CD

3F BD

95 30 30 34 24 70
95 30 30 E5 18 F9
38 OC CD 95 30 30

D6 70 CB 3F B8 CB 11
3F B8 30 18 CD 95 30
CD 95 30 38 F4 7D 8C
06 CD AB 30 CD AB 30
24 78 CB 3F BC 30 F4
78 85 CB 3F 47 18 03
05 OE 00 DB 00 B6 01
FE 03 Cl 09 05 E5 79
31 00 09 7E CD 12 00

26 00
30 F2

6F 26

2E 00

18 AO
CD AB

81 4F
01 32

15 20
Cl OE 01 C9 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 D5 16 ?5 15 20
FD D1 09 00 00 00 00 00 01 06 17 15 OB 03 ID 09
IF 07 18 OA IB 04 05 08 19 12 OD OF 02 OE IE OC
16 14 13 30 38 30 3E 3F 2F 27 23 21 20 2E 6A 2D
40 35 BA 7A 73 47 55 52 37 00 20 41 42 43 44 45

3130

46 47 48 49 4* 4B 40 4D 4E 4F 50 51 52 53 54 55
56 57 58 59 5A 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 30 3D

3140
3150

2E 2F 2C 23 2D
00 11 00 28 CD

3120
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IN/OUT board mounted in rear lefthand corner of MZ80K computer with’
feedthrough capacitors fitted in die-cast box bolted to rear panel of the
computer. The actual connectors, outside, are BNC sockets. Photo: GM4IUS

The program is based on an article which appeared in Wireless World
February 1981, describing a machine code listing and flowchart for the
Wireless World Computer, which is also based on the Z80 cpu. Since the
program is rather complex, and it is not necessary to know exactly how the
program operates in order to get it to function, only a brief description of
its principles will be given here. If any changes in the program are
contemplated, the programmer should fully understand programming in
machine code, and would be well advised to read the aforementioned article
and understand it fully before attempting to modify the program. Although
similar to the Wireless World program, substantial changes have been made
to it, since the original presentation would not suit the MZ80K display
format, and the program has been tidied up considerably by making use of
some of the MZ80K monitor subroutines.
When initially set up, the program is set for 17 words/min. The morse
character is recognized by the length of the dots and dashes comprising it;
the beginning and the end of the character being signified by the lack of
signal longer than the inter-element spacing of the character. As well as
resetting the speed of the program to the received morse, the elements of
each character are added together to give a “hex” number corresponding
to it. For example, “dit dah” (A) will be converted to 06H, and “dah dah
dit dit” (Z) will be converted to 13H. This “hex” value is then converted
to the appropriate ASCII character using a look-up table, and so to the
screen for display. If the character is not recognized, an asterisk will be
printed. The table otherwise contains all the punctuation marks, double
characters, letters A-Z and numbers 0-9. The program is run after loading
by typing “GOTO $3000” and then pressing “CR”.
A simple way to test if the program is working is to supply pin 2 of
IC4, on the interface board, with + 5V through a lkfi resistor, and insert
a hand or electronic key between pin 2 of IC4 and 0V. Incidentally this
will soon tell you how good your morse sending is, since the program
will print what you actually send, and not what you may think you are
sending.
Finally, the program speed will automatically follow the incoming morse
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2000 31 00 20 11 00 21
2018 CD CA 08 PE 61 CA
2030 00 D5 C5 01 00 05
2048 56 CD D9 20 DB 00
2060 IP CA E9 20 81 5F
2078 J'E E8 CA 8B 20 36
2090 03 21 02 EO 36 oc
20 A8 02 EO 36 OD D9 C3
20 CO

20 D8
20 JO

2108
2120

2138
2150

BO 06 78 2B
IE 23 ID C2
00 00 00 00
04 12 OA OE
PE 23 PP 2A 00
29 49 66 00 2E
3E 02 CD 81 21

2D
20
00
00

2168 55 21
2180 C9 C5
2198 8E 21
21B0 D9 CD
21C8 PE C8
2100 D9 CD

36

DB
00

06

67
2D
CD

OE 00 21
00 00 PE
DB 00 IP
S6 01 81
1A PE PE
P4 22 00
21 28 DO
18 20 36
00 10 PB
20 15 C2
00 00 00
03 OB 14
28 27 00
2B 00 3E
BO 21 P5

98 D3

00 11

2E

98

D9 20

00 00

1A OC

64 24
16 CD

CD 12
21 3E IB C3

*5 PE 80 DA 75
06 05 4P AP D3
3E 01 D3 00 16
CA 08 B8 CA B1
CA PA 21 PE C7
12 00 16 22 5F
21J6 45 21 11 A3 11 CD 03

PA CD A5 21
21 47 PE C9
CA 5B 22 CD
1A CD 6A 21
00 C3 B1 21

2210

00 00 00 00

2228
2240

2258

00 00 00
8F 92 00
00 03 19
ID 15 11

2270 81
2288 CD
22A0

CD

22B8

32

22D0

00
20

2208
2300

3E

00 00 00 00
00 8c 83 9c
OE 09 01 OD
21 A3 11 7E
21 D9 23 C3 5E 22
81 21 CD IE 00 CA
CA 08 PE 22 28 OE
3D 20 3E B8 32 48
20 3E 2B 32 3D 20
3E 00 C3 00 20 3E
PD 32 7E 20 3E 00

00

22 00 10 3E
PE CB
21 CD
Cl D1
2A 00
D9 20
2D 36
00 DO 01 70
36 3C 22 00
C9 OE 20 C3
00 00 00 00
17 08 19 10
00 2F 61 4F
12 00 3E IP
00 PI 16 22
77 21 3E IP
A5 21 79 D3
Cl C9 IE 11
CA 00 20 PE
CE OB D9 C9
CD 31 21 D9
00 00 00 00
00 00 00 00

C6 CA 00 20
DA 36 20 16
OP 4F 10 F2
CA 18 20 D9
10 16 56 CD
ED BO 06 28

16 A9

CD

9D 96 97 93 81
1A 14 06 OB OP
PE OD CA 77 22
D9 CD 06 00 3E
95 22 D9 C3 5B

8A 90 95

12 1C

oc

D9

CD 12
IP 47 CD

22 D9
PE 21 28 26 PE 23 28
20 32 83 20 3E OE 32
3E 56 32 48 20 32 83
4C 32 3D 20 3E 98 32
C3 00 20

06
3P
DA
20

48

C6 CD DC OD CD A6 OD 36 3C
CA 40 21 PE DC CA AO 22 00
D9 20 DB 00 IP DA 36 20 16
OP OP OP PE IB CA E4 20 PE
10 PE FF CA BO 20 77 23 7D
D9 C3 18 20 11 00 DO 01 CO
00 10 PB 36 3C 22 00 10 21
03 21 02 BO 36 OC 21 78 DO
10 21 02 00 36 OD D9 C3 18
18 20 OE 00 C3 18 20 00 00
00 PE 05 PP 01 00 13 09 15
11 OP 02 07 00 OD 18 16 00
68 25 6A 69 22 63 26 20 21
47 CD 81 21 3E 08 CD 81 21
5F 1A CD 6A 21 CD 81 21 C3
B8 CA 7F 21 47 CD 81 21 PI
00 IP 16 A9 CD A5 21 05 C2
ID C2 A7 21 15 C2 A5 21 C9
PO CA B1 21 PE CD CA F3 21
21 A3 11 7E PE OD CA F3 21
23 C3 DA 21 D9 CD 06 00 C3
00 00 00 00 00
00 04 8D 00 94
87 86 98 8E 00
18 16 17 OA 05
00 16 22 5F 1A
81 21 3E 08 CD
CB C3 B1 21 00
PE DO CA 00 00
20 3E PC 32 7E
3E 23 32 DA 20
20 32 83 20 3E

speed changes, provided the change is not less than two thirds or greater
than twice the speed it has adjusted to; eg, if copying at 35 words/min and
the morse speed input is dropped to 12 words/min, the program will not
adjust to this new speed. To reset the program speed to its nominal 17
words/min, tune to a continuous carrier, such as your calibrator signal, or
otherwise present a logic “0” to the computer interface board.
It is hoped that a suitable morse terminal unit circuit and printed circuit
board, using a very simple method of tuning-in the morse signal accurately,
will be published later, with an rtty terminal unit, using the same
unambiguous tuning indication, to follow.

00 00
00
00 9E
10 07

89

CD

81
00

18
20

00 00

9A 85

00 99
IE 13
6A 21 CD
21 3E 02
00 00 00
EA 3E 64
3E 00 C3

3E F4 32 7E
OB 32 DA 20

Table 2. RTTY machine code
program for the MZ80K
computer in “HEX”

Components list
74LS04
ici
74LS175
IC2
IC3
74LS42
IC4
74LS125
R1
100D
R2, 5, 8, 11, 14 3 3kD
R3, 6, 9, 12, 15 6 8kS2
220D
R4, 7, 10, 13
All resistors 0- 125W carbon
220pF
C1
100pF
C2, 3, 4, 5, 6
All capacitors ceramic plate
•
■

character by a look-up table and displayed on the computer screen in the
bottom lefthand corner. The cursor will change to a single dot, preceeding
the character just printed, signifying the program is set to speed “1” (45-5
baud). The computer continues to monitor the input from the terminal unit,
printing from left to right and scrolling upwards on the computer display.
This simulates the hard copy output from a normal teleprinter, but of
course the top line of text will eventually scroll off the top of the screen.
+5V

The rtty program
RTTY has been in use by radio amateurs for many years, using Creed 7B
machines and their ilk, but with the introduction of the microcomputer to
the shack, the mechanical method of rtty communication, with its reams of
paper and noise, is now being replaced with the silent, reliable vdu, along
with its associated electronic hardware and relatively simple software.
The idea to implement rtty on the MZ80K computer originally came from
GM4IUS, when he was developing a program for his ZX8 1 using a machine
code program. The timing and the necessary serial-to-parallel conversion of
the rtty code elements were provided in the hardware external to the
computer. The main reason for this was the lk of memory on the basic
ZX81, which was insufficient for a complete transmit and receive rtty
program including the serial-to-parallel conversion.
The MZ80K being a completely different kettle of “chips”, with more
user memory and a memory mapped screen, it was decided to develop a
program using these extra facilities. The timing and serial-to-parallel
conversion being implemented in the program, the monitor sub-routines in
the MZ80K being used to service the screen display, and the other functions,
all help a great deal in both simplifying and shortening the long machine
code program which would otherwise be necessary.
As with the morse program, this program, because of its complexity, will
also be simply outlined, with the explanation of the use of the program
being emphasized. When the program run is started by typing “GOTO
$2000” then pressing “CR”, the screen will clear and a small cursor will
appear in the bottom lefthand corner. At this time the program is in the
receive mode, set to 45-5 baud, and via the interface board is looking for
an input from the terminal unit. When the program recognizes the 11ms
start half-bit, followed by the elements of the rtty character code and
terminated by the finish half-bit,, the code is converted to a printable
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Fig 3. Filtering and buffering circuits used between the computer and the
I/O circuit marked “R/C filter” in Fig 3
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« 0H4HAH BH4HAH DE HSiKO H81K0 • P8E K

The output of the terminal unit should be “high”(l) for mark and “low”(0)
for space.
To change the receive speed, press the bottom right graphics key during
printing, or when the output of the terminal unit is ‘‘low” . The printing will
stop, then restart on pressing “1”, “2” or “3” for 45*5, 50 or 75 baud
respectively. Simultaneously the cursor will change to one, two or three dots
to indicate the present speed of the program.
The changeover to the transmit mode is accomplished by pressing
“SHIFT/BRK”: with the terminal unit output “low” the screen will clear;
press “SHIFT/CLR” and start typing out your message. The output from
the interface board is now “high” for mark and “low”.for space, and when
fed to the terminal unit should be used to produce the appropriate tones for
feeding to the microphone socket for afsk, or the “1” and “0” levels should
be used to shift the vfo the required amount for fsk. The program transmits
at 45-5 baud only, but can of course be modified for other speeds.
If, in the transmit mode, “R” is pressed and held down, followed by
repeated pressing of “Y”, the program will output the “RY”test signal. To
return to the receive mode, simply press the “SML/CAP” key.
The program will also store a message in memory for transmission at any
time; eg CQ or station details, up to 79 characters in length. To enter a
message into the memory, go to the transmit mode, press “SHIFT/CLR”
then “SHIFT/DEL”, and a flashing cursor will appear at the top of the
screen. Now type in your message, finishing with “CR”. Press “INST/
DEL” at any time, while in the transmit mode, to send it out. The stored
message will be repeated until terminated by pressing the “SHIFT/BRK”
key before the end of the text of the message, and keeping it depressed until
a few seconds after it has finished, then carrying on typing normally. This
message will stay in the program memory until “SHIFT/DEL” is again
pressed while in the transmit mode, allowing a new message to be composed
and typed into the program memory.
Finally, to return to monitor control on the MZ80K, press “!” during
printing, or when the terminal output is “low” in the receive mode.
Many circuits have appeared for rtty terminal units in Radio
Communication, and all will give good copy, the only requirement being
that the terminal input and output on the computer side be ttl compatible.
The transmit/receive changeover can be achieved simply by utilizing a
switch to take the terminal unit output to the computer “low” when
required; the other sections of the switch, or a relay etc, activating the
transmitter and terminal unit appropriately.

Copy received from HS1KO during morse contact on 21MHz, on the MZ80K
screen. Photo: GM4IUS

Thanks are due to GM4IUS, GM8FFX and GM3RFQ for their invaluable
help in assisting me to get this lot to work, and more importantly, forcing
me to write about it.
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CO CO WE GH4HAM QH4HC1H GM4HAH
CO ca CO DE GH4HAM GH4HAM GH4HAM
P8E PSE P8E K K K K
GM4KAH GH4HftH DE KCSBft KC3Bft KC8BA

PSE K K K

K1

KCSBft KCSBft BE GM4HAM GH4HAM
o' SCCB HORNING OH..,.UR RST..399,,599
,,599.NAME HR IS ftLEX. .ALEX.,.ALEX
AND OTH IS EDINBURGH...EDINBURGH...

.

THE EDINBURGH ftND DISTRICT RADIO aUB
SO HH CRY OH
♦4 ♦♦KCSBft KCSBft DC GH4HAH 6H4HAH 4444

••4*44

The start of an rtty contact with KC3BA on 14MHz on the MZ80K screen

«*ONT 0H4SMT •H41MT DC HtlKO HBiKO
HBiKO POE K

—

GM4SMT BE HBiKO HBiKO » HNV THH HY APT
DR OH ALEX • UR R8T 569 569 569
NAME
HR IB DIVA DIVA P1VA » OTH IS BANKOK
SO HH CPY NH ALEX
BANKOK BANKOK

—

—
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Guide to R TTY Frequencies by Oliver P . Ferrell. 192 pages. Second edition,
1983. Published in USA by Gilfer Associates Inc (52 Park Avenue, Park
Ridge, NJ07656) price US$9.95. Limp covers.Confidential Frequency List
by Oliver P. Ferrell. 224 pages. Fifth edition, 1982. Published in USA by
Gilfer Associates Inc, price US $0.95. Limp covers.
These are essentially data books for listeners interested in all those
thousands of transmissions between the amateur bands. For the UK listener,
the “legality” of deliberately monitoring most of the stations listed is, to say
the least, open to question. Nevertheless callsigns and frequencies are often
useful information— for example, one finds out that the strong time
signals from RWM Moscow are not on 10,000kHz but on 9,996kHz. The rtty
guide not only provides thousands of callsigns, locations, and type of
service, but also the mode. Both books will fascinate those with general
coverage receivers, though it is essential to remember that in practically all
countries “anyone divulging the content of any non-broadcast radio
transmission” is committing an offence— and that our own Wireless
Telegraphy Acts are even more restrictive. The books are primarily intended
for North American readers, and although containing very large numbers of
stations (listed in both frequency and callsign order) are by no means
exhaustive of transmissions that can be heard in the UK, many of which do
not seem to be “registered” with the International Frequency Registration
Board, at least not for all the frequencies they use. The rtty guide contains
several useful introductory chapters, including a special article on rtty using
the Cyrillic alphabet. There is also a full listing of the commercial Z-code.
Oliver Ferrell has contributed many articles to amateur radio and other
journals, including some early research into transequatorial propagation.
G3VA
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Digital pll frequency synthesizers— theory and design by Ulrich L.
Rohde. Published by Prentice Hall International, first edition 1983. 494 +
XVIII pages. Hard covers, UK price £44.95.
Dr Ulrich Rohde, DJ2LR/W2, is an eminent design engineer whose position
as a partner of Rohde & Schwarz, adjunct professor at the George
Washington University, and president of a communications consultancy
firm, has not inhibited him from continuing to provide outstanding articles on
hf receivers and other topics in amateur radio publications. This new book on
the theory and practical design of high-grade digital frequency synthesizers
for communications equipment and signal generators, with its emphasis on
detailed circuitry complete with component values etc, is an outstanding
example of the type of handbook that practising engineers can use as a
working tool in the secure knowledge that it is soundly based and aq
admirable starting point for custom designs. It is unfortunate, but perhaps
today inevitable, that the cost will put the book beyond the reach of most
individual radio amateurs. The formidable mathematical theory of phaselock-loops is largely contained in the first section. Thereafter the basics of,
for example, sideband noise in oscillators is presented clearly without
excessive mathematics. A section on basic oscillator design deserves to be
read even by those who have no intention of tackling complete synthesizers.
The bulk of the mathematics, including computer programs, is in the
extended appendix running to over 100 pages. A highly professional book but
one that should be sought out in technical libraries by technically-minded
amateurs who wish to gain a real insight into high-grade frequency-synthesis.
For professional rf design engineers it could become an indispensable tool.
Contents: Preface; important notations; loop fundamentals (68pp); special
loops (33pp); loop components (167pp), including oscillator design (36pp),
reference frequency standards (34pp), mixer applications (3pp), phase/
frequency comparators (30pp), wideband high-gain amplifiers (10pp),
programmable dividers (47pp), loop filters (17pp), digital loop synthesizers
(43pp), including multiloop synthesizers using different techniques, system
analysis, micro-processor applications in synthesizers, transceiver applica¬
tions; practical circuits (19pp) including single-loop 41-71MHz synthesizer,
single-loop 72-92MHZ, 25kHz step synthesizer, 75-105MHz multiloop
synthesizer with 100Hz steps. Appendix, mathematical review (34pp),
computer programs (76pp); bibliography (2pp); index (12pp).
G3VA
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